AUTOMOTIVE

ALLDATA

Provides electronic automotive diagnostic and repair information, including diagnostic and repair information, factory technical service bulletin pages and illustrations, and original equipment wiring diagrams.

**ALLDATA** access is only available from computers in Raymond Library, Grandview Library, and the Automotive Department.

AUTOCHECK - Review the history of a vehicle, including odometer discrepancies and retitled salvaged vehicles. *Fee charged for this service.*

AUTOPEDIA™ - Comprehensive Internet source for automotive-related information (buying, selling, insuring, and shopping).

CAR TALK - "Click and Clack The Tappet Brothers" website.

CARFAX - Review the history of a vehicle, including odometer discrepancies and retitled salvaged vehicles. *Fee charged for this service.*

HOWSTUFFWORKS - Engines and motors; general automobile information, i.e. transmissions, airbags, etc.

KELLEY BLUEBOOK - Information about buying, selling, insuring, and shopping for automobiles.

LEMON CAR PAGE from CAR TALK - Information about "lemon laws" in all 50 states and strategies for consumers who buy one.

NADA GUIDES - Information about buying, selling, insuring, and shopping for automobiles.

NEW CAR TEST DRIVE - Automotive test drive reviews

WRENCHHEAD AUTO PARTS - Locate specific automobile parts (commercial site).